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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract –Cloud computing is internet based. Resource sharing in a pure plug and play model that dramatically simplifies
infrastructure planning is the promise of “cloud computing”. The two key advantages of cloud computing are ease-of-use and costeffectiveness. The cloud stores the large amount of data on single cloud as well as multi cloud. Here we implemented the single to
multi cloud concept. Single cloud is less popular because is to risky of service availability failure and possibility of malicious insider
single cloud. So the multi cloud concept becomes to increase cloud security. This paper aims to promote the use of multi cloud due
to its ability to reduce security risks that affect the cloud users.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The internet is the interconnection of thousands of networks. The ARPANET began as a US Government experiment back in
1969. ARPA , the Department of Defence (DoD) advanced research project agency, initially linked researchers with a remote
computer centers, allowing them to share hardware and software resources such as computer disk space, databases and
computers. Later, this was shortened as ―Internet. Cloud concept generated from the internet. There are different type of cloud
services: SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. The underlying concept dates back to 1960 when John McCarthy opined that "computation may
someday be organized as a public utility"; indeed it shares characteristics with service bureaus which date back to the 1960s.
The term cloud had already come into commercial use in the early 1990s to refer to large ATM networks. By the turn of the
21st century, the term "cloud computing" had started to appear, although most of the focus at this time was on Software as a
service (SaaS). While these internet-based online services do provide huge amounts of storage space and customizable
computing resources, this computing platform shift, however, is eliminating the responsibility of local machines for data
maintenance at the same time. As a result, users are at the mercy of their cloud service providers for the availability and
integrity of their data. Clod computing is computing paradigm, where large pool of system are connected in private or public
networks, to provide dynamically scalable infrastructure for application data and file storage.
The proposed work considers data storage in Cloud Computing. Our contribution can be summarized as the following aspects:
1) The proposed work aims at data storage and efficient operations on data blocks.
2) The unauthorized users are prevented from accessing the data stored in cloud by using encryption and decryption and also
the admin can block such users IP addresses. Client can’t access and fetch resource which is stored in server until admin gives
privilege to respective users.
2. Characteristics of Cloud
2.1 On-demand self-service: A user can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and network
storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service provider.
2.2 Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that
promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops and workstations).
2.3 Resource pooling: The provider's computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant
model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand.
There is a sense of location independence in that the customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of
the provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state or datacenter).
Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory and network bandwidth.
2.4 Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale rapidly
outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to
be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.
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2.5 Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability at
some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth and active user accounts).
Resource usage can be monitored, controlled and reported, providing transparency for the provider and consumer.

Fig. Cloud Environment Architecture
3. CLOUD SERVICES
3.1 SaaS – Software as a Service
A service provider delivers software and applications through the internet. SaaS is fundamentally the same as customer model
of programming arrangement, where customers, for this situation as a rule internet browsers, give the purpose of access to
programming running on servers. SaaS is the most well-known type of cloud administration for buyers. SaaS moves the
assignment of overseeing programming and its organization to outsider administrations.
3.2 PaaS – Platform as a Service
Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS), are utilized for applications, and other improvement, while giving cloud parts to
programming. What designers gain with PaaS is a structure they can expand upon to create or alter applications. PaaS makes
the advancement, testing, and sending of utilizations speedy, straightforward, and savvy. With this innovation, venture
activities, or an outsider supplier, can oversee OSes, virtualization, servers, stockpiling, organizing, and the PaaS programming
itself. Designers, in any case, deal with the applications.
3.3 IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)is a cloud computing offering in which a vendor provides users access to computing resources
such as servers, storage and networking. IaaS services can be used for a variety of purposes, from hosting websites to analyzing
big data. Clients can install and use whatever operating systems and tools they like on the infrastructure they get. Major IaaS
providers include Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Compute Engine.
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4. TYPES OF CLOUD COMPUTING
4.1 Private Cloud
Private clouds are used for single user as well as small scale organization dealing with data protection and services level issue.
It can access by only single user or authorized persons. Data access capacity of these cloud is limited. It is secure cloud based
environment in which only the specified client can operate.
4.2 Public Cloud
Public cloud is used for big organization where number of user can access but it is not more secure as compare to private cloud.
A public cloud is a type of computing in which a service provider makes resources available to the public via the internet.
Resources vary by provider but may include storage capabilities, applications or virtual machines. Public cloud allows for
scalability and resource sharing that would not otherwise be possible for a single organization to achieve.
4.3 Hybrid Cloud
Hybrid cloud is combination of private and public cloud. Hybrid cloud computing gives businesses the ability to seamlessly
scale their on-premises infrastructure up to the public cloud to handle any overflow without giving third-party datacenters
access to the entirety of their data.
5. MODULES
5.1 Admin Module
This module is responsible for authentication of client. User authentication is often the primary basis for access control.
Authentication provides the access permission to only the authorized users and restricts the unauthorized users. This module
also maintains data of user as like total login time.
5.2 Client Module
This module is responsible for UI Design of client .UI is designed by Jsp, Html, JavaScript, CSS, and JQuery etc. In this module, the
client can send the query to the server for different requirement. Client module is also responsible for show retrieved in proper
format means it also user friendly Design. It also responsible for client side validation for client pages.
6. ALGORITHMS
1. AES
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is an encryption algorithm designed for securing electronic data established by the
U.S National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. AES is based on Rijndael cipher developed by
cryptographers Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen. AES is currently available in three key sizes: 128, 192 and 256 bits. When
migration of data to the chosen CSP happens and in future whenever an application uploads any data on cloud, the data will
first encrypted using AES algorithm and then sent to provider. Once encrypted, data is uploaded on the cloud, any request to
read the data will occur after it is decrypted on the users end and then plain text data can be read by user. The plain text data is
never written anywhere on cloud. This includes all types of data.
2. Secret sharing
Data stored in the cloud can be compromised or lost. So, we have to come up with a way to secure those files. We can encrypt
them before storing them in the cloud, which sorts out the disclosure aspects. The goal is to divide is secrets into piece of data
D1,…,Dn Such way that:
1. Knowledge of any k or more Di piece makes S easily computable.
2. Knowledge of any k-1 or any fewer Di piece makes leaves S completely undetermined(in this all possible values are equally
likely).This scheme is called as (k,n) threshold scheme. If k=n the all participants required to reconstruct secret.
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7. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this work is to survey the recent research on single clouds and multi-clouds using. To securing data, encryption
and secret sharing algorithms are the techniques used extensively to secure data. Also in this paper encryption algorithms have
been proposed to make cloud data secure, vulnerable and gave concern to security issues, challenges and also comparisons
have been made between AES algorithms to find the best one encryption algorithm, which has to be used in cloud computing
for making cloud data secure and not to be hacked by attackers. Encryption algorithms play an important role in data security
on cloud and by comparison of different parameters used in algorithms, it has been found that AES algorithm uses least time to
execute cloud data. DES algorithm consumes least encrypt-ion time. RSA consumes longest memory size and encryption time.
We have found that much research has been done to ensure the security of the single cloud and cloud storage whereas multi
clouds have received less attention in the area of security. We support the migration to multi-clouds due to its ability to
decrease security risks that affect the cloud computing user.
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